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“Pink Mist. That’s what they call it.”  Poet Owen Sheers authored the play Pink Mist, 

using the fictitious story of three boys and their journey as soldiers to surge a much larger 

conversation. Arthur, Hads, and Taff, three british boys-- “not men, not yet”--, joined the ranks 

to fight in Afghanistan in 2008 and now return home to their female loved ones. Sheers writes 

the play entirely in verse, and generally in performance this verse is accompanied by simple, but 

cohesive and sharp, choreographic movement. The dedication in the front of the play suggests 

that Sheers had a close relationship with war, and perhaps identified more with the women of the 

story than the men. Through the voice of his character Lisa, Taff’s wife, Sheers tells us his 

thoughts on the phenomenon of “pink mist.” “A dirty trick,” she calls it. Pink mist is a mind trick 

that soldiers experience when they watch a fellow soldier cease to exist in a second, and see only 

a delicate pink mist. Pink Mist highlights the horrors of PTSD and the impact it has not only on 

the soldiers who have been scarred, but that it has on those that must love and care for the broken 

soldiers war has rejected. Owen Sheers uses theatre to tell a story about PTSD by mirroring his 

medium with his message, both in content and in form.  Pink Mist emotionally penetrates the 

audience’s heartbeat to force them to feel even a fraction of the pain these soldiers and their 

loved ones have felt, so that we all might share in it and find release in it.  
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Especially in a society where war is not fought at home, to most people the experience of 

war seems distant or inaccessible. The addition of the female characters in Pink Mist direct the 

attention of the audience towards the home, tightening the focus on how the boys re-experience 

war at home. In his TedxTalk, “Return from Chaos: Treating PTSD,” Peter Tuerk explains that 

there are three components to PTSD symptoms, the first of which is “re-experiencing 

symptoms.” There are moments in the show when the audience sees the boys experience war in 

flashbacks. These flashbacks interrupt the storyline of their healing process by bringing war into 

the home, and, consequently, serve as a realistic mirror between the character’s situation and the 

struggle of PTSD. Furthermore, Sheers’ decision to write the explanation of pink mist as a 

phenomenon in Lisa’s voice serves as a strong representation of just how deeply war has 

impacted the home.  

Similarly, the story of Had’s mom offers a window into Had’s recovery process. After 

describing her son’s return home, she tells the audience,“but the waiting had been almost just as 

bad” (35). Perhaps the most interesting thing about this line is the lack of clarification of the 

implicit analogy. She explains the personal war she fought in her son’s absence-- constantly 

worrying, wondering everytime the phone rang if this would be the call she never wanted to 

recieve. But this waiting was “almost just as bad” as what? Had’s experience at war? This empty 

comparison conjures a sense of confusion, and it speaks to the knowledge Lisa is aware exists 

but does not have. She understands Hads has endured an unimaginable fate, but, because she 

cannot describe it, the analogy is incomplete to her. The waiting was “almost just as bad” as the 

horror she cannot even pretend to comprehend. The common audience member likely shares this 

confusion with Lisa; they cannot imagine war. They can only relate to as an imaginary 
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circumstances, understanding it in terms of analogies and gradients. It is significantly more 

difficult to sympathize with something you cannot comprehend than with emotions that are 

centered around family complications. Sheers makes the emotions accessible to the audience, so 

each individual may experience it in their own way.  

Emotions are inherently a personal experience; each audience member must process the 

feelings evoked in solitaire. Theatre, however, that is the experience of watching a play, is 

ultimately, inherently unitive. Owen Sheers uses theatre as the medium to express his thoughts 

about PTSD and, in doing so, reiterates the point he makes in his play with the performance 

itself. PTSD is a personal experience. The persistent, lingering horrors of battle cannot be 

understood by those who did not endure its tragedy. Janet Seahorn discusses in her TedxTalk 

titled “Understanding PTSD's Effects on Brain, Body, and Emotions” the inherently communal 

aspect of PTSD. She describes who those who return from war no longer fit into their normal 

world; the normal world is their trigger. The person who struggles with the impact of war can no 

longer adapt to the normal family life they once knew. If one member of a family suffers from 

PTSD, so does the entire family unit. PTSD cannot remain an individual phenomenon so long as 

it manifests itself in such an outward manner. PTSD is, like theatre, both an inherently personal 

and inherently communal experience.  

Sheers, furthermore, enhances the natural phenomenon of unity in theatre by employing 

verse. Sheers understands the power of establishing a rhythm in order to break it later. This tool 

is particularly profound in a play which focuses so strongly on the turbulent effect of PTSD. 

“Look at him, tensing for it, knowing as soon as his head 

hits the pillow and he shuts his eyes-- 
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(an IED explosion) 

Every time.” (37) 

Arthur’s narrative depiction of Had’s PTSD nightmare is interrupted by an explosion 

sound cue just as the memory has interrupted Had’s sleep.  Not only is disrupting the flow of 

poetry jarring to an audience, but it mirrors the broken psychological state of the characters. A 

normalcy is established, but after they’ve returned from war, they no longer fit into the pattern. 

Sheers reflects this in his poetic structure and clues the audience in on a sort of pain the character 

feels, but disrupting the flow in to which their bodies had settled. 

Sheers creates a motif using the phrase, “Who wants to play war…” It is presented as a 

chant first spoken by Arthur, the protagonist and narrator of Pink Mist, and the pattern of the 

poetry engages the audience beyond their mere intellectual attention. Humans are naturally 

inclined to follow and understand rhythmic patterns. Our bodies attach to it-- there are studies in 

the field of music therapy which describe how the rhythm of the human heartbeat and relates and 

regulates to outside rhythmic patterns. It is easy, in fact natural, to get trapped in the flow of a 

chant. It is heard twice in the first scene alone. At first, it is a more innocent-- a school boys’ 

game-- and throughout the play it grows into a sort of requiem. By the end of the final scene, the 

audience knows the chant well and has journeyed with the characters as they’ve come to 

understand what those words, which started so innocent, truly mean. 

“So we played war, stuff like that, but ya know it’s never real,” said a veteran in a web 

series interview titled “On Killing.” The reality of war is available to us in the form of stories 

and even videos, yet we continue to deny it and allow our children to grow up believing it isn’t 

‘real.’ We let them go along playing their games as we remember the innocence we’ve lost. Our 
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society continues to view and treat war as if it is so distant from home it could never be ‘real’ 

enough to disrupt our “normal.” Owen Sheers started this project by conducting about 30 

interviews with military personnel and their loved ones who had to “pick up the pieces” when 

they returned. Sheers shows how people’s ‘normals’ one upheaved by war and how they come to 

learn that certain words will never have a “normal definition again.” As the world around you 

becomes you’re trigger, you cannot live in it the same way. Arthur-- who the audience has now 

discovered is merely a spirit, his body lost to war-- ends his story with a warning:  “So that’s all I 

hope for./ When the debate’s being had,/ the reasons given,/ that people will remember/ what 

those three letters mean,/ before chanting once more--/ who wants to play war?/ Who wants to 

play war?” 

Following this final chant, the play ends as it began: with “the sound of wind on a high 

hill.”  Sheers uses a natural phenomenon similar to breathe to unify the breath of the audience. 

Just as the rhythm of the verse unites the audience, we inhale and exhale the message of the play 

together as a unitive body. This is the way we must approach and combat PTSD-- as a unitive 

body. Arthur is begging the audience for a change. Sheers want his audience to remember the 

lesson learned over the course of the production as they reenter reality. He notes in the final stage 

direction that the  “wind” sound should be “fading.” This fade literally lets the silence bleed into 

reality as the show comes to an end. The experience of watching the show is meant to be 

remembered and reflected upon after the final blackout. Pink Mist, and most theatre for that 

matter, is not designed for a passive listener. Sheers has gone to great lengths to make his play an 

experience-- adding female counterparts, employing verse and breath, fabricating flashbacks-- 
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which mirrors the pain and struggle of PTSD; he invites the audience to feel the pain PTSD 

causes and, then, exhale together in a unitive attempt to find release in it.  
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